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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents techniques which account for risk 
and uncertainty in an investment evaluation. The future 
is rarely known in advance, therefore, techniques to account 
for the uncertainty are developed and applied to mineral 
project evaluation and project evaluation examples. These 
techniques are then applied to a bituminous coal deposit 
to determine the effect on the project profitability.
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INTRODUCTION

Every manager in charge of evaluating projects and 
making decisions involving investments has to face the 
problem of failure and success. He knows that the future 
of his company depends upon his ability to predict accurately 
which projects look satisfactory for the company's goals.
In making investment decisions, the manager must look into 
the future and analyze the various possible outcomes of 
the project's parameters. However, predicting future events 
and conditions can be a very difficult task. But managers 
must be able to make some sort of prediction in order to 
make an investment decision.

The financial measurement used most often in invest
ment evaluation is the discounted cash flow rate of return 
(DCFROR) and net present value (NPV) analysis. Therefore, 
the economics of a particular project is evaluated on the 
basis of future cash flow data. The DCFROR is a result of 
estimations of selling price, operating costs, capital costs, 
replacement costs, economic life of the project, and the 
effects of inflation. The uncertainty associated with 
these different variables can be very high. Therefore,

1
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when evaluating a project's profitability, a measure of the 
uncertainty and risk is needed to correctly evaluate the 
project.

The first type of risk to be presented in this thesis 
is the risk associated with inflation. In the past, infla
tion usually has not played a significant role in the evalu
ation of project investment decisions. However, due to the 
rapid increase in escalation of costs and monetary inflation 
during the decade of the seventies, a discussion of inflation 
and its effects on an investment project will be made. 
Incorporated into this discussion, is the concept of current 
dollar and constant dollar analysis. The analysis will 
show that both methods can be used to determine the economic 
profitability of a project.

The second tool presented in analyzing the inherent 
risk associated with an investment project is the use of 
assigned subjective probabilities to possible outcomes 
in the project parameters. By assigning probabilities to 
outcomes, a better representation of a project's rate of 
return can be determined. The analysis used to evaluate 
a project's profitability is based on expected value theory, 
which includes expected net present value and expected 
rate of return analysis.

ARTHUR HAKES HIBRARYi
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES

GOLDEN. COLORADO 8Q4QI
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/ The third section presents another method of analyzing 
the uncertainty in an investment project by varying the 
project parameters which are sensitive to changes. A sen
sitivity analysis will be made of selling price, initial 
investment, operating costs, project life, and replacement 
costs which will affect the rate of return.

In the last section of this paper, a hypothetical 
mineral case study will be presented in which the concepts 
of inflation, risk and uncertainty that were developed 
in the earlier sections will be applied. Through the 
application of these techniques to the case study, the 
project profitability can be better represented.

Since, discounted cash flow rate of return is the 
financial measurement used in the evaluation of an invest
ment project, a short review of its concepts will be pre
sented in the following section.
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THE DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW RATE OF RETURN 
AND NET PRESENT VALUE TECHNIQUES

The DCFROR method equates the present value of the 
investment with the present value of the after-tax cash 
flows.

The DCFROR technique is illustrated by the following 
example. An investment will cost $13,000 in year zero with 
after-tax cash flows of $5,500 per year for 4 years, as 
shown on the time diagram below.

C = 13000 5500 5500 5500 5500
«  L _ ______1__________   S__________ I
0 1 2  3 4

Present Worth Equation:

13,000 = 5,500 (P/A± 4)
(P/Air4) = 2.363 

i = 25.0%

At a 25 percent discounted rate of return, the present 
worth of the investment is equal to the present worth of 
the cash flows. (The appendix lists the discount factors 
used for DCFROR analysis.) The DCFROR is not the return

4
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received on the initial investment each year, but the return 
received on the unamortized investment. A cumulative cash 
position diagram will better illustrate the example.

CUMULATIVE CASH POSITION DIAGRAM

C 13,000 5,500 5,500 5,500 5,500

-4,400

-5,500
-7,920

-10,750 -9,900

13,000 -13,430

Figure 1
The $13,000 investment will be recovered through the 

cash flow generated each year of $5,500 at a 25 percent 
rate of return over a four-year period. At the end of 
four years, the cumulative cash position will be zero.

KBTHOK ERKE5 EIBK&OT 
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES
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At each one year interval, the unamortized investment is 
multiplied by the 25 percent rate of return, until at year 
four the cash position is zero.

At any other interest rate, the cumulative cash position 
would be either positive or negative., If a rate of return 
were less than 25 percent, then a positive cash position 
would result and a rate of return greater than 25 percent 
would result in a negative cash position.

When a net present value analysis is used in evaluating 
a project, the difference between the discounted investment 
and discounted cash flow will give the net present value.

Net present value analysis is evaluated at the investor's 
minimum rate of return, i*. When a positive net present 
value results, the project's rate of return is greater than 
the minimum rate of return and therefore, the investment 
would be satisfactory.

A negative net present value would indicate that the 
project's rate of return is less than the investor's minimum 
rate of return, and the project should not be accepted.
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INFLATION

Inflation has been with us for many years, but its 
effects on mineral evaluations have gone relatively un
noticed until recently. In the past, the annual inflation 
rate has remained between 3 and 4 percent. However, in the 
decade of the seventies, inflation has sometimes reached 
double-digit numbers. As a result, many investments that 
seemed profitable when first evaluated, turned out to be 
unacceptable through time.

Inflation can affect a project by producing incorrect 
profitability indicators due to increasing capital costs 
and operating costs of a project. Therefore, an analysis 
of inflation should be recognized for any type of investment.

Inflation can be defined as an increase in the volume 
of money and credit relative to available goods resulting 
in a substantial and continuing rise in the general price 
level. In other words, the general rise in price level, 
may not be offset by an equal rise in productivity.

Another term often used to describe inflation is esca
lation. Escalation is a persistant rise in the cost of a

7
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particular item and can be caused by capital and material 
shortages, as in 1973 and 1974, which causes discontinuities 
in the normal rate of inflation. This situation can easily 
apply to the mineral industry where escalation is a constant 
problem over the life of any project. The project para
meters that are particularly affected are capital costs, 
operating costs and selling price.

Escalation presents a serious problem in dealing with 
inflation and its effects on mine evaluation. There is 
extreme difficulty in predicting inflation rates for the 
future, but predicting escalation figures for the project 
parameters as mentioned can be even more difficult.

One of the most widely used methods of predicting 
inflation in incomes and costs is regression analysis. 
Regression analysis is applied to past data and then projects 
the trend into the future. This method finds difficulty 
in the fact that past history is in no way an indication 
of what the future trend will be. Even with sophisticated 
methods of analyzing and predicting inflation, there is 
no certainty in predicting future income and cost trends. 
Therefore, regression analysis, although simple relative 
to other methods, is probably the best available method.

A major effect of inflation is the erosion of buying 
power. An item that costs $10 today might cost $15 five 
years from now. The item gives the same service, but its

KRTHUH CAKES EIBRARY:
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES
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current dollar value has increased 50 percent. This concept 
can be applied to a mineral investment. Equipment that 
must be replaced over the life time of a mine can seem 
very economical when evaluating at time zero. However, 
due to the inflation and price escalation of equipment, 
the overall rate of return can be affected by these un- 
forseen costs. Therefore, an inflation factor must be 
accounted for when evaluating an investment over time.

The following example will illustrate how inflation 
may affect an investment’s rate of return.

Example 1
Consider an investment situation in which a depreciable 

investment of $20,000 is made at time zero with a zero 
salvage value after four years. Sales generated are 
expected to be $16,000 each year and operating expenses 
of $8,000 over a four-year project life. Depreciate the 
investment straight line over four years. The effective 
tax rate is 50 percent.
(a) Assume there is a washout between income and operating 
costs, i.e., inflation in prices is equally offset by in
flation in costs. A washout assumes that the dollar value 
increase in income is offset equally to the dollar value 
increase in cost. Determine the DCFROR.
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Solution
Years 1-4

Sales $ 16,000
-Operating Costs - 8,000
-Depreciation - 5,000
Taxable Income 3,000
Tax Rate (50%) - 1,500
Net Profit 1,500

+Depreciation 4- 5 , 000
Cash Flow $ 6,500

C = 20,000 CF = 6,500 CF = 6,500

Present worth equation:
20,000 = 6,500 (P/A± ^4)

(P/Ai,4) = 3.077
i = 11.4% by trial and error 

This example illustrates an 11.4 percent discounted 
cash flow rate of return assuming a washout of incomes and 
operating costs. Therefore, in a washout, inflation does 
not affect the results of the evaluation.
(b) Using the same example, inflate income at 3 percent 
per year and operating costs at 8 percent.
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Solution:
*

Year 1 2   3___  4
Sales $16,000 $16,480 $16,974 $17,483
-Operating
Costs 8,000 8,640 9,331 10,077

-Deprec.. 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000
Taxable
Income 3,000 2,840 2,643 2,406

Tax Rate
(50%) 1,500 1,420 1,322 1,203

Net Profit 1,500 1,420 1,321 1,203
+Depre. 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000
Cash Flow 6,500 6,420 6,321 6,203

C = 20,000 CF =,6,500 CF = 6,420 CF = 6,321 CF = 6

-i-------------------1—  --------     1.  —-..I---   —
0 1 2  3

Present worth equation:
20,000 = 6,500 (P/Fi#1) + 6,420 (P/F± 2) + 6,321 (P/F±

+ 6,203 (P/F±/4)
DCFROR = 10.5%

As expected, the annual percentage increase in operating 
costs relative to income has lowered the DCFROR from 11.4 
percent to 10.5 percent.

,203

. i
4
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c) Inflate both incomes and costs by 5 percent per year. 

Solution:
Year 1 2  3 4

Sales 16, 000 16, 800 17 ,640 18 ,522
-Operating Costs -8, 000 “8, 400 -8 ,820 -9 ,261
-Depreciation -5, 000 -5, 000 -5 ,000 -5 ,000
Taxable Income 3, 000 3, 400 3 ,820 4 ,261
Tax Rate (50%) 1, 500 1 aTOO ..1,910 2.,131
Net Profit 1, 500 1,TOO 1 ,810 2 ,131
tDepreciation 5, 000 5, 000 5 ,000 5 ,000
Cash Flow 6, 500 6, 700 6 ,910 7 ,130

C = 20,000 CF = 6, 500 CF = 6,700 CF = 6,910 CF

0 1

Present worth equation: 
20,000 = 6,500 (P/F,-*• r1> + 6,700

2

(P/F.: r2) + 6, 910 (P/Fi

+ 7,130 (P/F±/4) 
i = 13.4%

The increase in both incomes and costs has resulted in 
greater cash flows which gives a DCFROR of 13.4 percent.

7,130

IRRTHUH cakes lib r a r y
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES

GOLDEN, COLORADO 80401
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d) Inflate income at 8 percent per year and operating costs 
at 5 percent.

Solution:
Year 1 2  3 4

Sales 16,000 17,280 18,662 20,155
-Operating Costs 8,000 8,400 8,820 9,261
-Depreciation 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000
Taxable Income 3,000 3,880 4,842 5,894
Tax Rate (50%) 1,500 1,940 2,421 2,947
Net Profit 1,500 1,940 2,421 2,947
+Depreciation 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000
Cash Flow 6,500 6,940 7,421 7,947

C = 20,000 CF = 6,500 CF = 6,940 CF = 7,421 CF = 7,947
j_______________ i_____________l_________;___ i_____________*
0 1 2  3 4

Present worth equation:
20,000 = 6,500 (P/Fifl) + 6,940 (P/Fi ^2) + 7 >421 <p/Fi,3)

+ 7,947 (P/Fif4)
DCFROR = 15.8%

The increase in annual income over annual operating cost 
has raised the DCFROR by the greatest amount to 15.8 percent.
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The following table summarizes the effects of changes 
in inflation on the income and cost parameters.

TABLE 1
Summary of Inflation Effects 

Case DCFROR NPV (i*=12%)
Base case 11.4% -$ 260
Income increased 
3% per year; 
operating cost 
increased 8% per
year 10.5% -$636
Income and operating 
costs increased
5%/year 13.4% $ 595
Income increased 
8%/year? operating 
cost increased
5%/year 15.8% $1,669

These results show the differences in DCFROR projections 
that resulted by varying inflation rates to the project's 
income and costs. Evaluated at a minimum ROR of 12 percent, 
two of the four cases would be unacceptable. This would 
indicate to the decision-maker a closer look at the possible 
inflation rates before determining whether to accept or 
reject the project.
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CONSTANT AND CURRENT DOLLAR ANALYSIS

A project evaluation can be made in either current 
dollar or constant dollar terms. Using current dollar terms 
will evaluate revenues and costs in the year incurred at 
their actual value. The dollar value for future revenues 
and costs will incorporate estimated inflation and escala
tion factors to that particular point in time.

The other approach to economic analysis involves the 
use of constant dollar values. This method analyzes the 
constant purchasing power of the dollar value at a particu
lar point in time, usually at the time zero base year. 
Inflation will devalue the purchasing power of the dollar 
through time, therefore, current dollars must be converted 
to constant dollars in a constant dollar evaluation. A 
constant dollar evaluation must have constant dollar cash 
flows with a corresponding constant dollar rate of return. 
Intuitively, a current dollar analysis must have current 
dollar cash flows with a current dollar rate of return.

The difference between a current dollar and constant 
dollar rate of return analysis will be based on the general

15
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rate of monetary inflation and any price escalation of the 
project parameters, i.e., selling price, operating costs, 
and capital costs. Thus, an inflation factor must be in
corporated into an anlysis when converting current dollars 
into constant dollars. The inflation factor, (l/l+f)n , is 
used to reduce future current dollar incomes and costs to 
constant dollar values, where f is the annual average infla
tion rate and n is the number of years. Combining the in
flation factor with the project rate of return, i, all factors 
can be discounted with 1/[(1+f)n (1+i)n] when bringing future 
values back to the present. This gives the project rate of 
return, i, above the'predicted inflation rate. However, when 
evaluating in constant dollars, the project rate of return 
must also be in constant dollars. To get from current dollar 
rate of return to constant dollar rate of return, consider 
the following approach.

Current Dollar
Co Vn

0 n

where CQ = initial cost at time zero
Vn = future value in year n
n = number of years

Present worth equation:
Co = Vn <p/p± n )
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This present worth equation illustrates the method to 
determine the present worth of a known future value, Vn , 
at an interest rate, i, in current dollars.

Changing from a current dollar analysis to a constant 
dollar analysis, Vn , the future value in current dollars, 
must be deflated by the inflation factor, (l/l+f)n and 
discounted by a single payment present worth factor (l/l+i1)31/ 
where i' is the constant dollar rate of return. Therefore, 
the present worth equation for constant dollars is:

As stated previously, the difference between current dollar 
and constant dollar terms is the rate of inflation. There
fore, the constant dollar and current dollar equations may 
be set equal to each other, since the constant dollar equa
tion has accounted for the inflation factor.

Current Dollars Constant Dollars

From the above equation, given current dollar rate of
return and the inflation rate, f, the constant dollar
rate of return can be determined
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(l/l+i)n 
(1+i)n

(1/1+f)n (1/1+i')n 
(i+f)n (1+i1)n

Eq. 1

(1+i) (1+f)(1+i1)
(1+i)
(1+f) 1+i'

1+i 1 Eq. 21+f

Thus-, Equation 2 may be used to convert a current dollar 
rate of return to a constant dollar rate of return. To 
illustrate this method, assume an inflation rate of 10 
percent and a current dollar rate of return of 15 percent. 
Calculate the constant dollar fate of return using Equation 2.

Incorporating the inflation factor into an anlysis has 
shown that the constant dollar rate of return is 4.5 percent. 
Before entering into a constant dollar evaluation, the 
constant dollar rate of return must always be calculated.

The following example will analyze a problem in-both 
current dollar and constant dollar terms.

i' E q. 2

i' 1+.15
1+.10

1.045 - 1

0.045 4.5
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Consider a 3-year project with an initial cost of $10,000, 
and annual current dollar cash flows as shown on the time 
diagram. The annual inflation rate is 8 percent and the 
minimum current dollar rate of return is 15 percent. Calcu
late the net present value in (a) current dollars, and b) 
constant dollars.

C = 10,000 4,000 5,500 7,000

0 I 2 T
a) Net present value = present worth cash flows

- present worth investment
NPV@i5% = 4,000 (P/F15 1)+5,500(P/P15 2) +7 ' 000 (P/F Jy y jl 3 j s

-  10,000

NPV@15% ==+$2 '239

The current dollar analysis gives a net present value of 
$2,239.

b) The constant dollar minimum rate of return must first 
be determined before entering into a constant dollar evalua
tion. Therefore, use Equation 2 to determine the constant 
dollar rate of return, i'.

i' = 1+i - 1 
1+f
1+.15 - 1 
1+.08

i' = .0648 EETHUH E&KES LIBRARY 
0OLOHADO SCHOOL of MINES 
IGOIDSNc nOIDBAHQ SMJ:
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Constant dollar rate of return = i' = 6.48%.
Once i' has been determined, equation 1, l/(l+f)n (l+i')n , 
must be used to discount future values to a time zero base 
year. The net present value calculation will be evaluated 
at a 6.48 percent rate of return.

n p v @6.48% = $2,239

This net present value analysis has shown a value of $2,239, 
using constant dollars.

This example has proven that identical results have 
been obtained by both methods. This project would be accept
able based on its net present value. If evaluated correctly, 
both current dollar analysis and constant dollar analysis 
will reach the same economic conclusion. Two projects can 
never be compared if one is evaluated in current dollars 
and the other in constant dollars. This is a common mistake 
in practice. The choice as to which method should be used 
is up to the particular individual. The constant dollar 
approach, in the opinion of this author, is more time con
suming since each period's cash flow must be individually

1+.0648 )2 + 1+.0648
10,000
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calculated. However, converting cash flows from current 
money terms to constant money terms will supply a measure 
of the amount by which the purchasing power of money has 
been reduced from year to year. The current dollar approach 
is easier to calculate and values incomes and costs in the 
particular year incurred.
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RISK AND UNCERTAINTY

One of the most difficult jobs in management is making 
investment decisions. These decisions are based on expected 
outcomes in the future. However, characteristics of the 
future are seldom known in advance and can be highly un
certain. When evaluating an investment by the net present 
value and discounted cash flow rate of return methods, the 
actual predicted cash flows may be over-or-under realized, 
due to the uncertainty in the evaluation parameters. There
fore, techniques are needed to analyze the risk and uncer
tainty involved in any investment decision.

At this point, the classical distinction between risk 
and uncertainty is needed. Risk applies to an investment 
situation where probabilities of success can be assigned 
to each of the evaluation parameters. If an outcome is 
certain to happen, the probability of success is 1.0. A 
flip of the coin would illustrate a probability of .5 
that each side would turn up. Uncertainty is applied to 
a situation where probabilities of success are not assigned 
to the various project parameters, but variations in the 
project parameters are likely to happen.

22 KRTHUH HAKES LIBRARY
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES
DOLDENb COLORADO SfMDl
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An example of uncertainty would occur if possible 
cash flows over a one-year period were expected to be $2,000, 
$3,500, $4,000, or $5,000, and there were no indication of 
which outcome to expect. If probabilities of success were 
assigned to each of the possible cash flows, then a sit
uation of risk would apply to the investment. The over
all outcome would not be known, but the odds of possible 
outcomes would be determined.

Methods of predicting probabilities of success are 
based on either subjective or objective probability.
Objective probability uses statistical and computer simu
lation techniques such as the Monte Carlo simulation.
These techniques will not be discussed in this thesis 
since the analysis has been adequately covered by many 
authors.

Subjective probabilities are probabilities assigned 
to outcomes based on the knowledge, experience, and judge
ments of qualified persons. Since knowledge of the future 
is uncertain, the best way to assess an investment situation
is to use the opinions of people who are in a position to
advise. Uncertainty will still exist, but can be somewhat 
narrowed. It is often useful to get as many opinions
as possible, thereby getting a range of probabilities.
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Expected Value Theory
One of the best methods used in making risk decisions 

in investment evaluations is based on expected value theory. 
Expected value is the difference between the expected profit 
and the expected cost.

Expected value = Expected profit - Expected cost
EV = P(Profit) - (i-P) Cost

= P(I-C) - (l-P)C Eq. 3

= PI - PC - C -f PC 
EV = PI - C Eq. 4

where P = probability of success 
C = cost
I = income

Expected profit is the probability that a certain 
profit will be realized times the profit. Expected cost 
is the probability that a certain cost will be incurred 
times the cost. The concept is calculated differently 
than net present value, but is similar in that a positive 
expected value will indicate a good investment. The ex
pected value concept can be normally applied to mutually 
exclusive alternatives where an investment is either re
jected or accepted, or can be expressed as a conditional

ARTHUR CAKES EIBRARY
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES

GOLDEN, COLORADO 804(1?,
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situation. Equation 3 is an illustration of a mutually ex
clusive situation where the investor either wins or loses. 
There is no place for partial success or partial failure. 
Equation 4 shows the expected value as a result of the con
ditional probability of a certain profit given the initial 
cost. The following example will illustrate the expected 
value concept.

What is the expected value of a project where the 
probability of realizing a profit of $80,000 is 40 percent. 
The project will cost $20,000 to develop and if unsuccessful, 
the $20,000 cost will be lost.

Solution:
Since the events are mutually exclusive, the probability 

of failure is (1 - .4) or .60.
Expected profit = 80,000 (.40) = 32,000
Expected cost = 20,000 (.60) = 12,000

Expected value =$32,000 - $12,000 
EV = +$20,000

Expected value is a weighted average that incorporates
risk into the possible outcomes. Therefore, if an investor
had many investment opportunities such as the one above, 
over the long run, he would expect to come out ahead.
However, if a loss of $20,000 would cause financial hardship,
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an investor would be foolish to make such an investment 
because of the 40 percent probability of success.

The conditional probability approach as expressed by 
Equation 4, is the situation whereby the possible outcomes 
are not mutually exclusive, but are considered on the 
probabilities assigned. To illustrate, consider an initial 
investment of $5,000 made at time zero. The cash inflow 
that is expected after a one-year period is uncertain, how
ever management has come up with the possible outcomes 
and their probabilities of success.

(1) (2) (1) * (2) 
Cash inflow Probability Expected
end of year of success value

20,000 .10 2,000
15.000 .25 3,750
12.000 .35 4,200
7.000 .20 1,400
5.000 ^10^ 500

1.00 EV = 11,850

The expected monetary value from the future cash inflow 
is $11,850 at the end of one year. The expected cost is 
certain at $5,000. Therefore, Equation 4 can be used to 
determine the expected value.
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EV = PI - C
= 1.0 (11,850) - 5,000 

EV = $6,850

Notice that the probability of occurrence is 1.0. The 
aggregate probability of all possible outcomes must be 
equivalent to certainty. To obtain the present value of 
the expected value it would be necessary to discount the 
expected value at the minimum acceptable rate of return, 
i*. Assume a discount rate of 12 percent.

Solution:
.8929

EV = $11,850 (1.0)(P/F12/1) “ $5,000

EV = +$5,580

The expected value at a minimum rate of return of 12 percent 
is $5,580. In this particular example, the most likely 
outcome according to probability is $4,200. The most 
likely outcome and the expected value will not be equivalent, 
except by chance.

Expected Net Present Value
One of the best uses of expected value theory is its 

application towards net present value and rate of return 
analysis. The expected value becomes the expected net 
present value when the time value of money is incorporated 
into the analysis.
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Consider an investment of $50,000 that will generate 
cash flows over a five-year period of $20,000 per year.
The probability of success is 60 percent and the minimum 
rate of return is 10 percent. Evaluate the investment by 
the a) expected value without the time value of money concept,
b) expected net present value, and c) expected rate of return.

Solution:
a) Expected value without time value of money

(Cumulative cash flow over a 5-year period is $100,000) 
Expected value = Expected profit - Expected Cost

= .6(100,000-50,000) - .40(50,000)
= 30,000 - 20,000 
= $10,000

Based on this analysis the investment would be acceptable.

b^) Expected value with time value of money at 10 percent 
using Equation 3.

EV = .60(20,000(P/A1 0 5 )- 50,000) - .40(50,000)
= 15,492 - 20,000 

EV = -$4,508
Using the time value of money results in a negative expected 
value so the investment would be rejected.

ARTHUR EAKES EIBKSHY
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES

GOLDEN, COLORADO SQ4QJ
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b2) Expected net present value analysis using Equation 4 
ENPV = PI - C

= .60 (20,000) (P/Al0 5) - 50,000 
= 45,492 - 50,000 

ENPV =-$4,508 
This analysis gives the same result as "bj.".

c) Expected rate of return analysis

Cost = Annual Cash Flow (P/A. ) (Probability of
' occurrence)

50,000 = 20,000 (P/A. _) (.60)1 , b

4.166 = (P/A. -)l , b

i = 6.4% which is less than i* of 10%, 
therefore reject the investment.

The following example will illustrate another variation 
in expected net present value analysis.

An initial investment of $50,000 is needed to generate 
cash flows over a 3-year project life as follows:
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Probability
Year Cash Flow of Occurrence
1 25,000 .40

18,000 .60
2 30,000 .50

20.000 .50
3 35,000 .70

25.000 .30

Evaluate the expected net present value of the investment 
proposal at a minimum rate of return of 15 percent.

Solution: Time Diagram

25,000 30,000 35,000

18,000 20,000 25,000
0 1 2 3

The expected values of per-period cash flows are calculated as:
Year 1 .40(25,000) = 10,000

.60(18,000) = 10,800
EVX = 20,800

Year 2 .50(30,000) = 15,000
.50(20,000) = 10,000

t
EV2 = 25,000

Year 3 .70(35,000) = 24,500
.30(25,000) = 7,500

EV3 = 32,000

[ARTHUR LAKES EIBHAF8I
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINEf

DOLDEN, COLORADO mm)
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The resulting cash flows are on the time diagram below.

C=50,000 CF=20,800 CF=25,000 CF=32,000

0 I 2 : 3“

ENPV = 20,800(P/F15^1)+25,000(P/Fl5^2)+32/000(P/F15^3)

- 50,000
ENPV = $8,031

The expected net present value has shown to be positive.
If the result were negative, the project would be unacceptable. 
Based on a positive $8,031, an investor that had many invest
ments of this type would expect to be successful in the long 
run.

In the last example, probabilities were assigned to 
possible cash flows which resulted in the expected value. 
Probabilities can also be applied to various stages in a 
project, i.e., the probability of one period's cash flow 
is contingent on the previous cash flow. This is a situa
tion of conditional probability and will be illustrated by 
the following example.

A firm must make a decision to undertake a coal mining 
project that will require an investment of $300,000 in 
development work at time zero with an estimated 45 percent 
probability of success. If the initial development work
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is successful, an additional $1,000,000 must be spent on 
development work over the next 12 months with an estimated 
75 percent probability of success. If the project is success
ful to this stage a depreciable investment of $2,000,000 
and working capital of $300,000 will be made at the end of 
year 2 with an estimated 95 percent probability of success. 
Sales generated in year 3 through 10 are expected to be 
$1,500,000 per year less operating expenses of $500,000, 
assuming a washout of escalation of sales revenue and oper
ating costs. The depreciable investment in year 2 can be 
depreciated straight line over ten years. Assume all 
development costs are expensed against other income at the 
time incurred. A 50 percent effective tax rate is used.
The total current dollar working capital return and salvage 
value at the end of year 12 is estimated to be $300,000.
If the year 2 investment proves to be unsuccessful, a 
writeoff cost of $2,000,000 will be taken against other 
income at the end of year 3 plus a working capital return 
of $300,000. Of the $2 million depreciable investment in 
year 2, $11/2 million is eligible for the 10 percent in
vestment tax credit. The minimum rate of return is 15 
percent. The depletion rate is 15 percent. Determine a) 
the net present value where certainty is assumed, and b) 
the expected net present value where the probabilities 
that have been assigned are used.
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Before-Tax Time Diagram
M = $1,000

CDep.=2MM Sales=l.5MM Sales=1.5MM
cDev.=v300Mrl CDev.“lMM Cwc *=.300MM OC=.5MM 0C=.5MM

j______P= .45.______ , P=.75 , P=. 95_______1 L WC=. 3MM
0 1 2 3 — —  12

Solution:
(Figures in millions of dollars)

Year 0 1 2 3 - 1 2
Income 1.5
-Operating Cost - .5
-Development -.300 -1.0
-Depreciation   _____ ~ »2
Taxable Income
Before Deplet. -.300 -1.0 .8
-Depletion
(10% G . I .)     - .150
Taxable income -.300 -1.0 .650
-Tax Rate (50%) -.150 - .5 - .325
Net Profit -.150 - .5 .325
+Development .300 1.0
+Depreciation .200
+Depletion .150
tlnvest. Tax
Credit .150
Cash Flow .150 .5 .150 .675
-Cost -.300 -1.0 -2.300 —
Net Cash Flow -.150 - .5 -2.150 .675
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After-Tax Diagram 

CF = “ 150 CF = -.5 CF =-2.150 CF = .675 CF = .675
J__________________!_______________ !____________ ;___!_____________L.0 1 2 3 12

a) Assume the probabilities of success are 1.0 /
NPV@15% = ([675,000(P/A15^10) + 300,000(P/F15fll) - 2,150,000] 

(P/F15 x) ~ 500,000)(P/F15fl) - 150,000

NPV015% = $400,000

Based on the situation of certainty the project would be 
accepted with a net present value of $400,000.

b) Determine the ENPV using the probabilities assigned.

C = .150 C = .5 C = 2.150 CF = .675 CF = .675
.45 .95

12 WC=.300
P = . 05

2.0(.5)+.300

The best method to evaluate a conditional probability 
problem is to start at the last year of the investment.
Cash flows are the same from year three to year twelve, 
therefore, these cash flows and the working capital return 
should be discounted back to year 2. This enables the pro
bability of success to be multiplied by the cash flows, and
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the cost subtracted out. The write-off of the depreciable 
investment is taken in year 3 and is multiplied by the 
probability of failure in case the project does fail.
At this point all cash flows and costs are evaluated up 
to year 2. The resulting figure is then discounted back 
to year 1 and multiplied by its conditional probability 
of success while the cost is subtracted out. This brings 
the evaluation back to year 1. From year 1, the figure 
is discounted back to year 0 where the conditional proba
bility is multiplied by it and the cost is again subtracted. 
The result will be the expected net present value.

ENPV Analysis

ENPV@i5% = [([675,000 (P/A15fl0)+300,000 (P/F 5. , )3 (.95)
- 2,150,000 + (.05(2,000,000)(.5)+300,000(P/F15/1))) 

(.75)(P/F15/1) -500,000] (.45)(P/F15fl)
- 150,000

ENPV@15% = -$42,915

The project would be unacceptable based on a 15 percent 
minimum rate of return.

This example has shown the difference in results when 
conditional probabilities are used to evaluate an investment. 
The case where certainty was known (part a) resulted in a
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positive net present value, thus an acceptable project.
The real world situation where risk enters into the evalua
tion resulted in a negative expected net present value. 
Thus, the project should be rejected.

ARTHUR HAKES LIBRARY
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES

GOLDEN, COLORADO m Qi
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Uncertainty has been previously defined as the situa
tion in which probability can not be assigned to the critical
parameters that affect an investment's rate of return.

1
The best method tOv deal with uncertainty is through the 
use of sensitivity analysis. This method varies the project 
parameters to see how it affects the overall profitability, 
and analyzes the area of uncertainty which has the greatest 
effect on the rate of return. This will provide information 
on which areas are the most critical so that further study 
can be made to improve the reliability of the analysis.
Some of the parameters to be varied include selling price, 
operating costs, initial investment, and project life.

Sensitivity analysis consists of obtaining information 
about possible variations in the parameters and implementing 
them into the cash flow analysis. The rate of return or 
net present value is calculated and shows the parameters 
which have the greatest sensitivity. From the results of 
the sensitivity analysis, a decision can be made. The fol
lowing example will illustrate the method.

37
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An investment of $50,000 is made in year zero which 
will be depreciated straight line over a 5-year period with 
zero salvage value. Annual income each year is expected 
to be $40,000 with annual operating costs of $20,000. The 
effective tax rate is 50 percent. Evaluate the sensitivity 
of the project to + 20 percent variations in annual income, 
operating costs, initial investment, and project life. 
Solution:

Year
Income
-0.C.
-Depreciation 
Taxable Income 
-Tax rate (50%) 
Net profit 
Deprec i a t i on 
Cash Flow

1 - 5
$40,000
20,000
10,000
10,000
5.000
5.000 

10,000
$15,000

C = 50,000

Time Diagram

CF = 15,000 CF = 15,000

Present Worth Equation:
50,000 = 15,000 (P/Ai/5) 

(P/Ai'5) = 3.333 
DCFROR = 15.3%

[ARTHUR CAKES LIBRARY
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES

EOIDEN, COLORADO BQ4Q1
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The DCFROR for the base case without variation in the 
parameters is 15.3%
a) Annual income sensitivity + 20%

Annual Income Change ROR(%) % Change in Prediction
32.000 -20 3.3 -78.4
40.000 0 15.3 0
48.000 +20 26.1 +70.5

With a change of .20 percent in income the project ROR has changed 
significantly.

b) Operating Cost Sensitivity + 20%

Operating Cost Change ROR(%) % Change in Prediction
16.000 -20 20.8 +35.9
20.000 0 15.3 0
24.000 +20 9.4 -38.5

c) Initial Investment Sensitivity + 20%
Initial Investment Change ROR(%) % Change in Prediction

40.000 -20 25.5 +66.6
50.000 0 15.3 0
60.000 +20 7.9 -48.4
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d) Project Life Sensitivity + 20%
Project Life(Yr.) Change ROR(%) % Change in Prediction

4 -20 11.4 -25.5
5 0 15.3 0
6 +20 17.8 +16.3

The sensitivity analysis for this problem has shown 
that variations in annual income operating costs, and initial 
investment have significantly changed the DCFROR. The most 
evident change is the 20 percent variation in annual income 
where only a 3.3 DCFRQR could be expected from a 20 percent 
reduction in annual income. This parameter has been shown 
to be the most sensitive to fluctuations and would require 
greater accuracy in prediction. The project life sensitivity 
has shown the least significance on DCFROR.

Sensitivity analysis can lead to an estimation of the 
most optimistic, most pessimistic, and most expected case 
for a particular investment. Evaluation of an investment 
based on the best and worst conditions gives the decision
maker a range of expected rates of return. Any project 
that has a large variance in rate of return for best and 
worst conditions dictates further study of the project and 
its risks. An example of this range approach follows:
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Evaluate the economics of the previous example using 
the best and worst possible outcomes within the + 20 percent 
variation in project parameters. The minimum rate of 
return is 15 percent and the project life is 5 years.

- Best Expected Worst
Initial Investment 
Annual Income 
Annual Operating Cost 
Project Life 
DCFROR, %

40.000
48.000
16.000 

5
44.4

50.000
40.000
20.000 

5
15.3

60,000
32.000
24.000 

5
negative

The project proves to be satisfactory for the expected 
and best case, but unsatisfactory for the worst case. The 
variance between the best and worst case is very large, 
therefore further study is needed, especially since the 
worst conditions give a negative rate of return.

Any number of variations in project parameters can 
be analyzed to determine the economics of an investment.
By using sensitivity analysis, the decision-maker can get 
a range of expected rates of return to base his decision 
on. Since project parameters rarely turn out as expected, 
a sophisticated sensitivity analysis should be included 
in any investment analysis before a decision is made.

M 'H U H  EMES LIBRARY
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES

GOLDEN,, GQLQ&SEa IM P .
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MINERAL CASE STUDY

Since the methods to evaluate the risks and uncertainty
in a mineral investment have been developed, these techniques
can be applied to a hypothetical mining operation.

This particular mineral investment is an underground
bituminous coal mine which contains 63.6 million tons.(
The mine operates 5 days per week, 220 days per year, and 
has a 20-year life. An initial capital investment of $50 
million will be made over a two-year period and includes 
development costs, depreciable costs, and working capital.
The current dollar costs are shown on the time diagram.

M = $1,000

^develop “ ^wc “
Cdeprec. = 14MM ^develop ~

Cdeprec. = 12MM 

Zl o 1------- 20

Production starts in year one and the production rate is 
3.18 million tons per year. The revenue from the coal is 
expected to be $15.00 per ton and the operating costs are

42
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$8.18 per ton. Replacement costs in year ten are $20 million 
and are depreciated straight-line over 10 years. The depre
ciable cost of $14 million in the first year of development 
is depreciated straight line over an eleven-year period.
The depreciable cost of $23 million in the second year of 
development is depreciated straight line over a ten-year 
period. Assume all depreciable assets are to be depreciated 
in the year after the cost is incurred. An investment tax 
credit on these depreciable costs can be taken in the year 
incurred at a rate of 10 percent, and assume these assets 
are put into service at that time.

Assume the mineral project is being carried out by a 
large company with sufficient other income to use all allow
able tax deductions and development costs, to be expensed 
in the year incurred. An effective federal and state tax 
of 50 percent may be used. In earlier years, a sunk cost 
of $25 million was used for land acquisition. This cost 
can be recovered through the cost depletion allowance.

The initial base case deals with inflation by assuming 
a washout between sales revenue, operating costs, and 
taxes. Neglect working capital return and salvage value 
in year 20. Determine the discounted cash flow rate of 
return (DCFROR) and the net present value (NPV).
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Before-Tax Time Diagram

Cwc =6MM Rev=47.7MM CDep=20MM Rev=47.7MM 
CDep =12MM OC=26.012MM OC =26.012MM
CDev =9MM

_________________ t_____________I____ ._____ I________I_______ I
- 1 0  1  — 10 11--------------- -20

The cash flows are derived in Table 2. The after tax time
diagram is as follows.
CF= CF= CF= CF= CF= CF= CF=

-17.1MM -20.664MM 14.465MM 14.465MM -3.535 14.229 14.229rj g ■ i ---9 to---- ii---- io

Present worth equation:

17.1+20.664(P/Fi 1)+3.535(P/F± xl) = 14,229(P/Ai^1Q)

(P/Fi,ll) + 14.465 (P/Ai ^9) (P/Fj,^)

n p v @30% = $2.853MM
NPV@40% =~$6.518MM

DCFROR = 33.0%

Solution:
M = $1,000

cDep=14MM
CDev=9MM

t

The rate of return at which the discounted investment is 
equal to the discounted cash flow is 33.0%.
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TABLE 2
Cash Flow of Base Case 
(figures in millions)
-1 0Year

Income
-Operating Cost
-Development
-Depreciation(14)
-Depreciation(12)
-Depreciation(20)
Taxable Income 
Before Deplet.
Depletion 
(10% G . I .)
Taxable Income
-Tax Rate (50%)
Net Profit
+Develop.
+Deprec.
+Deplet.
tlnvest. Tax 
Credit

Cash Flow
-Cost
Net Cash Flow

-9 -9
-1.272

- 9 -10.272

- 9 
- 4 . 5

-10.272 
- 5.136

- 4 . 5
9.0

- 5.136 
9.0 
1.272

1.4 1.2
5.9 6.336

-23.0 -27.0
-17.1 -20.664

1-9 10
47.7 47.7

-26.012 -26.012

-,1.272 - 1.272
1.2 1.2

19.216 19.216

i
!.r-r-a1 - 4.77

14.-446 1 4446
7.223 7.223
7.223 7.223

2.472 2.472
4.77 4.77

2.0
14.465 16.465

--- o
•

0CN1

14.465 - 3.535

11-20
47.7

-26.012

2.0

19.688

4.77 
14.-918
7.459
7.459

2.0
4.77

14.229

14.229
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This base case implies the situation where certainty 
of the outcomes is known. From this, a constant dollar 
analysis, sensitivity analysis, and expected net present 
value analysis will be developed to show the effects of 
inflation, uncertainty, and risk on the DCFROR.

Constant Dollar Analysis
As stated previously, when evaluating any project or 

investment, the analysis should be performed using either 
constant or current dollars. The base case is an example 
of current dollar analysis where incomes and costs are 
valued in the year incurred. In a constant dollar evalua
tion, the current dollars are deflated by an inflation 
factor and evaluated at a constant dollar DCFROR, which 
is compared to a constant dollar minimum rate of return 
to reach a decision.

For this mining example, assume an inflation rate of 
10 percent per annum. The current dollar minimum rate of 
return is 15.5 percent. Determine the constant dollar DCFROR 
and perform a constant dollar analysis.

Solution:
The current dollar cash flows must be converted to 

constant dollars by the inflation factor, f = 10 percent.
From Table 2, the after tax cash flows are illustrated in
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the following time diagram and multiplied by the inflation 
factor.

CF=-17.1MM CF=-20.664 CF= 14.465 CF=14.465 CF=3.535 
(P/Fio,1> (P/F10,2) (P/Fio,io> ^ 1 0 , ll’

 !______________________!_______________________ I      I  ____________________ !_-1 0 +1 9 10

CF=14.229 CF=14.229
<p/F10,12> (P/FlOf21>

i i - - - - - - - - - - - - - ;- - - -- -- --  20

Applying the inflation factor to the current dollar cash 
flows, will result in constant dollar cash flows. Once the 
cash flows are in constant dollars, the minimum current dollar 
rate of return must be converted into a minimum constant 
dollar rate of return.

The minimum current dollar rate of return is 15.5 percent. 
The constant dollar rate of return can be found by substituting 
the current dollar rate of return and the inflation factor 
into equation 2, i' = 1+i/i+f - 1,

where i' = constant dollar rate of return 
i = current dollar rate of return 
f = inflation rate
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i' = 1+i - 1 
1+f

i' = 1+.155 - 1 
1+.10

i* = 1.155 - 1 
1.10

i ' = .05 = 5%

Therefore, to accept this project a minimum constant dollar 
rate of return of 5 percent must be attained.

Constant Dollar Analysis
Present worth equation:
17.1 + 20.664(P/F10/1)(P/Fr x) +3.535 (P/FlQ^±1) (P/Fi ^1±) 

=14.465 (P/F10/2)(P/Fi/2) +.--+14.465(P/F10fl0)(P/Fifl0) 
+14.229 (P/F10/12) (P/Fi/12) +••.+14.229 (P/F1Q^21) (P/F±f21)

NPV@20% = $•474MM 
NPV@25% = $4.685MM 
DCFROR = 20.7%

The project would be acceptable based on the 20.7 percent 
constant dollar DCFROR. The net present value at a minimum 
constant dollar rate of return of 5 percent is evaluated 
as follows.
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Constant dollar analysis;

NPV^5% = -17.1 - 20.664 (P/F1q^1) (P/F5 ^1)+14.465(P/F10^2) 
14.465 (P/Ft n 7 ) (P/Fq 0 ) +. . .+14 . 465 (P/FT n n)

I
NPV@5% = $37,629MM

To compare this result of $37,629 million, a current 
dollar analysis using a current dollar rate of return of 
15.5 percent is needed.

Current dollar analysis:

NPV@15.5% = $37.629MM

Both methods evaluate the net present value at $37?629 
million. To prove these identical results, the appropriate 
values may be substituted into Equation 1,

NPV@15.5% = -17-1 “ 20.664 (P/F15 5 ± ) + 14.465

[ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES

P0LDENP COLORADO BQM
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The case for n = 1 and n = 5 will be illustrated

n = 1

n = 5

<p/F15.5,l> = ‘p/r10,l)(P/P5,l)

( P / F tc _ , )  = ( 1 J1 = .8 6 58
' 1 . 1 5 5

( P / F , „  , ) ( P / F „  , )  = ( 1 ) 1 ( 1  ) 1  = .8658
10'1 5'1 ITTO T705

.8658 = .8658

^ ^ l S . S f S 5 (P/,F5,5)

( P / F 1 k -  _) = ( 1 ) 5 = . 4 8 6 513.3,5 1.155

( P / F l n  c) ( P/Fg g) = ( 1 ) 5 (_1 ) 5 = . 4 8 6 5
' ' 1 . 1 0  1 . 0 5

. 4 8 6 5  = . 4 8 6 5

As proven, both methods evaluate the mining example 
at the same net present value. Whether dealing with current 
or constant dollars, either evaluation technique will arrive 
at the same economic conclusion. The basic difference 
between the two methods, is that constant dollar analysis
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involves the use of an inflation factor and the calculation 
of the constant dollar rate of return. Each year's cash 
flow must be individually deflated by the inflation factor. 
The current dollar analysis values dollars in the year 
incurred, therefore the cash flows need only to be evalu
ated at the current dollar rate of return.
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'SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The purpose of sensitivity analysis is to determine 
which parameters are sensitive to changes which affect 
the overall profitability of an investment. When using 
DCFROR as the financial measurement, sensitivity analysis 
involves the changes in parameters and their effects on 
the rate of return.

The parameters to be varied in the base case are 
annual income, operating costs, initial investment, and 
replacement costs. These parameters will be varied by 
+ 2 0  percent to determine which parameters are more sensitive
to changes. ---  ---- ----  ---  ---  ----

Tables 4 through 13 show the cash flow data for each 
parameter change.

1) Annual Income increase by 20% (Table 4)
Time. Diagram

M = $1,000
C=17.1MM C=20.664MM CF=19.712MM CF=1.712MM CF=19.476MM

t___________ i_______________ i_________ i______ i______ i_________ »-1 0 1-------- 9 10 11------20

52
ARTHUR EAKES LIBRARY

COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES
SOLDEN,, COLORADO
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Present Worth Equation:

20.664(P/F. )+17.1=19.476(P/A, ._)(P/F. __)+1.712(P/F.J-f-JL 1 > 1U l , i l  1 f 11

+19.712(P/A. .)(P/F. ,) x / y x / x

NPV@40%=2*84MM

NPV@50%=4.812MM

DCFROR = 43.7%

2) Annual Income Decreased by 20% (Table 5)
Time Diagram

M=$l,000

C=17.1MM C=20.664MM CF=9.218MM C-8.782 CF=8.982
i i i i i i i-1 0 1-------9 10 11------ 20

Present Worth Equation:

17.1+20.664 (P/Fi ^1)+8.782 (P/Fi ^11)=8.982 (P/Ai^10) <P/F± 1JL)

+9.218(P/A. Q)(P/F. )x t j 1,1

NPV@20%ss*531MM

NPV@25%=~6 -092MM

DCFROR=20.4%
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3) Operating Cost increase by 20% (Table 6)
M=$1000 Time Diagram
C=17.1MM C=20.664MM CF=11.864 C=6.136 CF=11.628

zt 5 i ------9 T? ll---- — 26

Present Worth Equation:
17.1+20.664 (P/Fi;1)+6.136 (P/Fi ̂ lx) =11. 628 (P/Ai 1Q) <p/Fj.

+11.864(P/A. Q)(P/F.' )i / y j- / -L

NPV025%=2*277MM

NPV03O%="3,781MM 

DCFROR= 26.9%

4) Operating Cost decrease by 20% (Table 7>
Time Diagram

C=17.1MM C=20.664 CF=17.066 C=.934 CF=16.83
»____________i_____________i________ i_________ *________ i_______ i_

- 1 0  1 ------- 9 10 11------20

Present Worth Equation:
1 7 . 1 + 2 0 . 6 6 4 ( P / F i  1 ) + . 9 3 4 ( P / F i f l l ) = 1 6 . 8 3 ( P / A i  1Q) ( P / F i  )

+17.066(P/A. Q)(P/F. ,)
1 r y 1 / -L

NPV@30%=9,488MM 
Npv04o%=1•879MM 
DCFROR = 38.3%
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5) Initial Investment increased by 20% (Table 8)
Time Diagram

C= 2 0.52 C=24.796 CF=14.712 C=3.288 CF=14.229
 i_____________________________ i i__________________________ i_________________________ i__________________________ i_________________________i_

-1 0 1     9 10 1 1 ------20

Present Worth Equation:
20.52+24.796 (P/F. -)+3.288 (P/F. _ _)=14.229 (P/A. ,n)(P/F )1,1 i,ll 1,10 i tii

+14.712(P/A, Q)(P/F. ,)X , y 1(1

NPV@25%=4.484MM

NPV@30%==”3 *158MM 
DCFROR = 27.9%

6) Initial Investment decrease by 20% (Table 9)
Time Diagram

C=13.68 C=16.531 CF=14.218 C=3.782 Cf=14.229
i_____________________________ i_____________________  i____________>_____________________  i____________________ i________________________ j_-1 0 1 -------- 9 10 11------ 20

Present Worth Equation:
13.68+16.531(P/Fi 1)+3.782(P/Fi ^11)=14.229(P/Aifl0)(P/F. )

+14.218(P/A. q )(P/F. )l,y 1,1

NPV@30%=8,864MM
NPV@40%=“ *572M]yI 
DCFROR=39.4%
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Replacement costs are seldom known in advance, especi
ally if replacement is far into the future. This mining 
example has a replacement cost of $20 million in year 10. 
Price escalation of equipment can be very high over a ten 
year period. Therefore, the sensitivity analysis will eval
uate the DCFROR by doubling, tripling, and quadroupling 
the replacement cost in year 10. Another variation where 
replacement costs every five years of $10, $30, and $10, 
respectively, will be made. This evaluation should indicate 
the importance in the accuracy of predicting replacement 
costs.

7) Replacement costs in year 10 are $40 million (Table 10).
Time Diagram

C=17.1 C=20.664 CF=14.465 C=21.535 CF=15.229
i___________ i__________i___________ i______ i_______ i___________ t-1 0 1  9 10 11----- 20

Present Worth Equation:
17,1+20.664(P/Fi ^1)+21.535(P/Fi ^11)=15.229(P/Ai ^10)(P/F± 1±)

+14.465 (P/A± ̂ 9) (P/Fi ^1)

NPV@30%=2*024MM 
Npv@4Q%““6 •903MM
DCFROR=32.3%
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8) Replacement costs in year 10 are $60 million (Table 11).
Time Diagram

C=17.1 C=20.664 CF=14.465 C=39.535 CF=16.229
i t  i i i i i

-1 0 1------ -9 10 11----------20

Present Worth Equation:
17.1+20.664 (P/Fi/1)+39.535(P/Fi ^11)=16.229 (P/Ai ^10) ( P /F^^)

+14.465(P/A± ^9)(P/F± ^1)
NPv @30%=1.190MM

n p v @40%=“7 *288m m  
DCFROR = 31.4%

9) Replacement costs in year 10 are $80 million (Table 12).
Time Diagram

C=17.1 C=20.664 CF=14.465 C=57.535 CF=17.229
i i i i i t  i-1 0 i----- 9 io 11----------20

Present Worth Equation:
17.1+20. 664 ( P ^  .)+57. 535 (P/^ (11)+17.229 (P/A. 1()) (P/Fi>1;L)

+14.465(P/Ai q )(P/F. .)x ' l/l

NPv g3Q%=.359MM 
NPV@40%=-7.573MM 
DCFROR = 30.5%
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10) Replacement Costs are $10, $30, $10 million in years 
5, i0, 15, respectively (Table 13).

Time Diagram
C= C~ CF= CF= CF= C= CF= CF= CF=
17.1 20.664 14.465 5.465 15.465 11.535 15.229 6.229 15.229

i i i i i  i i i i  i i  i i
_  __ l 4 5 6 9 10 11— 14 15 16— 20

Present Worth Equation:
17.1+20.664(P/F. _)+11.535(P/F. )=15.229(P/A. ,)(P/F. )1,1 1,11 1/3 1,16

+6.229(P/F. _ _)+15.229(P/A. <)(P/F. )+15.465(P/A. d ) (P/F. -)1,16 1/4 1,11 1/+ 1/6

+5.465(P/F. )+14.465(P/A. J(P/F. _)1,6 1,4 1,1

NPV@30%=1.024MM

n p v @40%==”7 *650MM 
DCFROR = 31.2%

ARTHUR EAKES LIBRARY
COLORADO SCHOOL’ of MINES

GOLDEN, COLORADO BQ4Q1
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Table 3 illustrates the financial results of the sensitivity 
analysis.

TABLE 3
Summary of Sensitivity Analysis

Description 
Base Case
Annual Income up 20%
Annual Income down 20%
Annual Operating Cost 
Up 20%
Annual Operating Cost 
Down 2 0 %
Initial Costs up 20%
Initial Costs down 20%
Replacement Costs 
$40MM in year 10
Replacement Costs 
$60MM in year 10
Replacement Costs 
$8QMM in year 10
Replacement Costs 
$10MM - Year 5 
$ 30MM - Year 10 
$10MM - Year 15

DCFROR(%) 
33.0 
43.7 
20.4

26.9

38.3
27.9
39.4

32.3

31.4

30.5
31.2

% Change from 
Base.Case

0.0
+32.4
-38.2

-18.5

+16.1
-15.5
+19.4

-  2.1

- 4.8

- 7.6
- 5.5
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The parameter most sensitive to changes is annual 
income. In general, changes in parameters close to time 
zero have a greater affect on ROR than changes in parameters 
that are several years from time zero. Aside from annual 
income, both operating costs and initial investment had 
a significant affect on ROR.

The case where replacement costs are varied is a good 
example of changes that are far from time zero. Because 
of the time value of money, replacement costs have the 
least significance in changes of rate of return. Replace
ment costs were doubled, tripled, and quadroupled from the 
base case, but the rate of return varied only slightly. 
Therefore, replacement costs that occur several years in 
the future will have little bearing on the overall project 
rate of return. Other parameters, especially annual income, 
should warrent greater concern as to their accuracy. ----
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TABLE 4
Cash Flow of Annual Income Increased by 20:

Year -1 1-9 10 11-20
Income
-Operating Cost 
-Development - 9
-Deprec.(14)
-Deprec.(12)
-Deprec.(20) ___

+Invest. Tax 
Credit
Cash Flow
-Cost
Net Cash Flow

57.24 57.24 57.24
-26.012. -26.012 -26.012

- 9
1.272 - 1.272 - 1.272 

-  1.2 -  1.2
- 2.0

Taxable Income 
Before Deplt. - 9
Depletion
(10% G .I .) ____
Taxable Income - 9
-Tax Rate(50%) - 4.5
Net Profit - 4.5
+Development 9.0
+Deprec.
+Deplet.

-10.272 28.756 28.756 29.228

- 5.724 - 5.724 - 5.724
■10.272 23.032
• 5.136 11.516

1.4

5.136 11.516
9.0
1.272 2.472

5.724

1.2
5.9

-23.0
6.336 19.712

■27.0
-17.1 -20.664 19.712

23.032
11.516
11.516

2.472
5.724

2.0
21.712

- 20.0
1.712

23.504
11.7.52
11.752

2.0
5.724

19.476

19.476
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TABLE 5
Cash Flow of Annual Income Decreased by 20%

Year -1 0 1-9 10 11-20
Income 38.16 38.16 38.16
-Operating Cost -26.012 -26.012 -26.012
-Development - 9 . 0  - 9 . 0
-Deprec.(14) - 1.272 - 1.272 - 1.272
-Deprec.(12) - 1.2 - 1.2
-Deprec. (20) ____  ______  ______  _____  - 2.0
Taxable Income - 9.0 -10.272 9.676 9.676 10.148
Before Deplet.
Depletion — 3.816 - 3.816 - 3.816
(10% G .I .)
Taxable Income - 9.0 -10.272 5.86 5.86 6.332
-Tax Rate (50%) - 4.5 - 5.136 2.93 2.93 3.166
Net Profit - 4.5 - 5.136 2.93 2.93 3.166
^-Development_________9 . 0____ 9 . 0__________________ ____________
+Deprec. 1.272 2.472 2.472 2.0
-HDeplet. 3.816 3.816 3.816
tlnvest. Tax
Credit 1.4 1.2 2.0
Cash Flow 5.9 6.336 9.218 11.218 8.982
-Cost -23.0 -27.0 —  -20.0 —
Net Cash Flow -17.1 -20.664 9.218 - 8.782 8.982
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TABLE 6
Cash Flow of Operating Cost Increased by 20%

Year -1 0 1-9 10 11-20
Income 47.7 47.7 47.7-
-Operating Cost -31.214 -31.214 -31.214
-Development - 9.0 —  9.0
-Deprec.(14) - 1.272 - 1.272 - 1.272
-Deprec.(12) - 1.2 - 1.2
-Deprec. (20)         - 2.0
Taxable Income
Before Deplet. - 9.0 -10.272 14.014 14.014 14.486
Depletion
(10% G .I .)     4.77 4.77 4.77
Taxable i
Income - 9.0 -10.272 9.244 9.244 9.716
-Tax Rate(50%) - 4.5 - 5.136 4.622 4.622 4.858
Net Profit --------4.5---5.136--- 4 .622---- 4.622-----4.858
+Develop. 9.0 9.0
+Deprec. 1.272 2.472 2.472 2.0
+Deplet. 4.77 4.77 4.77
+Invest. Tax
Credit 1.4 1.2 2.0
Cash Flow 5.9 6.336 11.864 13.864 11.628
-Cost -23.0 -27.0 —  --20.000 —
Net Cash Flow -17.1 -20.664 11.864 - 6.136 11.628
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TABLE 7
Cash Flow of Operating Cost Decreased by 20%

Year -1 0 1-9 10 11-20
Income 47.7 47.7 47.7
-Operating Cost -20.81 -20.81 -20.81
-Development - 9.0 - 9.0
-Deprec.(14) - 1.272 - 1.272 - 1.272
-Deprec.(12) - 1.2 - 1.2
-Deprec. (20)____________  ____  _____  ~ 2.0

Before Deplet. - 9.0 -10.272 24.418 24.418 24.89
Depletion
(10% G .I .) - 4.77 - 4.77 - 4.77
Taxable Income - 9.0 -10.272 19.648 19.648 20.12
-Tax Rate (50%) - 4.5 - 5.136 9.824 9.824 10.06
Net Profit - 4.5 - 5.136 9.824 9.824 .10.06
+Develop.___________  9 . 0__9 . 0____ ______ _____  _____ _____
+Deprec. 1.272 2.472 2*472 2.0
+Deplet. 4.77 4.77 4.77
tlnvest. Tax
Credit 1.4 1.2 2.0
Cash Flow 5.9 6.336 17.066 19.066 16.83
-Cost -23.0 -27.0 —  -20.0
Net Cash Flow -17.1 -20.664 17*066 - .934 16.83
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TABLE 8
Cash Flow of Initial Investment Increased by 20%

Year -1 0 1-9 10 11-20
Income 47^7 47.7 47.7
-Operating Cost -26.012 -26.012 -26.012
-Development -10.8 -10.8
-Deprec.(16.8) - 1.527 - 1.527 - 1.527
-Deprec. (14.4) - 1.44 - 1.44
-Deprec. (20.0) ____  _____  _____  _____  - 2.0
Taxable Income
Before Deplet. -10.8 -12.327 18.721 18.721 19.688
Depletion
(10% G .I . - 4.77 - 4.77 - 4.77
Taxable Income -10.8 -12.327 13.951 13.951 14.918
-Tax Rate (50%) - 5.4 - 6.164 6.976 6.976 7.459
Net Profit - 5.4 - 6.163 6.975 6.975 7v459
+Development 10.8 10.8
+Deprec. 1.527 2.967 2.967 2.0
+Deplet. 4.77 4.77- 4.77
tlnvest. Tax
Credit 1.68 1-44 2.0
Cash Flow 7.08 7.604 14.712 16.712 14.229
-Cost -27.6 -32.4 —  -20.0
Net Cash Flow -20.5-24.796 14.712 -3.288 14.229

a b th u b  cakes
ORADO SCHOOL of MINES

JdOLDEN, COLORADO 80401
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TABLE 9
Cash Flow of Initial Investment Decreased by

Year -1 0 1-9 10
Income 47.7 47.7
-Operating Cost -26.012 -26.012
-Development - 7.2 - 7.2
-Deprec. (11.2) - 1.018 - 1.018 - 1.018
-Deprec. (9.6) - .96 - .96
-Deprec. (20) _____  _ _ _  _____________  _
Taxable Income
Before Deplet. - 7.2 - 8.218 19.71 19.71
Depletion
(10% G .I .)_____________  ______  - 4.77 - 4.77
Taxable Income - 7.2 - 8.218 14.94 14.94
-Tax Rate (50%) - 3 . 6  - 4.109 - 7v47 - 7.47
Net Profit - 3.6 - 4.109 7.47 7.47-
H-Develop. 7.2 7.2
+Deprec. 1.018 1.978 1.978
tDeplet. 4.77 4.77
+Invest. Tax
Credit 1.12 .96 2.0
Cash Flow 4.72 5.069 14.218 16.218
-Cost -18.4 -21.6_____ —  -20.0
Net Cash Flow -13.68 -16.531 14.218 - 3.782

20%

11-20
47.7

-26.012

-  2.0

19.688

- 4.77 
14.918
7.459
7.459

2.0
4.77

14.229

14.229
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TABLE 10
Cash Flow of Replacement Costs-$40 Million

Year -1 0 1-9 10 11-20
Income 47.7 47.7 47.7
-Operating Cost -26.012 -26.012 -26.012
-Development - 9 - 9
-Deprec.(14) - 1.272 - 1.272 - 1.272
-Deprec.(12) - 1.2 - 1.2
-Deprec. (40) ____  _____  ______  ______  - 4.0
Taxable Income
Before Deplet. - 9 -10.272 -19.216 -19.216 17.688
Depletion
(10% G .I .) - 4.77 - 4.77 - 4.77
Taxable Income - 9 -10.272 14.446 14.46 12.918
-Tax Rate (50%) - 4.5 - 5.136 7.223 7.223 6.459
Net Profit - 4.5 - 5.136 7.223 7.223 6.459
+Develop. 9.0 9.0
+Deprec. 1.272 2.472 2.472 4.0
+Deplet. 4.77 4.77 4.77
tlnvest. Tax
Credit 1.4 1.2 —  4.0
Cash Flow 5.9 6.336 14.465 18,465 15.229
-Cost -23.0 -27.0 —  -40.0
Net Cash Flow -17.1 -20.664 14.465 -21.535 15.229
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TABLE 11
Cash Flow of Replacement Costs-$60 Million 

Year -1 0 1-9 10 11-20
Income 47.7 47.7- 47.7
-Operating Cost -26.012 -26.012 -26.012
-Development - 9 - 9
-Deprec.(14) - 1.272 - 1.272 - 1.272
-Deprec.(12) - 1.2 - 1.2
-Deprec. (60) ____  _____  i ... - 7 .. - - 6 . 0
rpa ya V\ 1 p T TIPOTTIP
Before Deplet. - 9 -10.272 19.216 19.216 15.688
Depletion
(10% G .I . - 4.77 - 4.77 - 4.77
Taxable Income - 9 -10.272 14.446 14.446 10.918
-Tax Rate(50%) - 4.5 - 5.136 - 7.223 - 7.223 - 5.459
Net Profit - 4.5 - 5.136 7.223 7.223 5.459
+Develop. 9.0 9.0
tDeprec.   1. 27 2 2.472---- 2 .472-----6.0
+Deplet. 4.77 4.77 4.77
+Invest. Tax
Credit 1.4 1.2 —  6.0
Cash Flow 5.9 6.336 14.465 20.465 16.229
-Cost -23.0 -27.0 —  -60.0 —  .
Net Cash Flow -17.1 -20.664 14.465 -39.535 16.229
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TABLE 12
Cash Flow of Replacement Costs-$80 Million

Year -1 0 1-9 10 11-20
Income 47v7 47t 7- 47.-7-
-Operating Cost -26.012 -26.012 -26.012
-Development - 9 - 9
-Deprec.(14) - 1.272 - 1.272 - 1.272
-Deprec.(12) - 1.2 - 1.2
-Deprec. (80) ____  ____  ____  _____  - 8.0
Taxable Income
Before Deplet. - 9 -10.272 -19.216 19*216 .13.688
Depletion
(10% G.I.) - 4.77 - 4.77 - 4.77
Taxable Income - 9 -10.272 14.446 14.446 8.918
-Tax Rate(50%) - 4.5 - 5.136 7.223 7.223 4.459
Net Profit - 4.5 - 5.136 7.223 7.223 4.459
+Development 9.0 9.0
+Deprec. 1.272 2.472 2.472 8.0
+Deplet. 4.77 4.77 4.77
+Invest. Tax
Credit 1.4 1.2 —  8.0
Cash Flow 5.9 6.331 14.465 22.465 17.229
-Cost -23.0 -27.0 —  -80.0
Net Cash Flow -17.1 -20.664 14.465 -57.535 17.229
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EXPECTED NET PRESENT VALUE AND RATE OF RETURN

The expected net present value concept was developed 
in an earlier section. By .assigning probabilities to possi
ble outcomes, a better representation of the profitability 
of a project could be determined. The concept of conditional 
probabilities was explained where certain events or outcomes 
were conditioned by the previous events. Probabilities were 
assigned at different stages of a project to account for
the possibility of failure. This, in effect, would reduce

\

the expected net present value or rate of return.
To further analyze the element of risk in the mining 

- example, assume that after.the first year of development 
there is a 70 percent chance of success the second year of 
development will take place. If successful to this stage, 
a 90 percent probability exists that production will start 
in the third year and will generate income of $47.7 million 
per year for 20 years. Calculate the expected net present 
value at(l^=15 percent and the expected rate of return.
The cash flow is the same as the base case (Table 2).

71.
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Solution: 
C=$17.1 
C=
17.1 P

C=
P=.7 20.664 P=.9

Time Diagram

CF=
14.465

P=probability of success
C= CF=
3.535 14.229

-1

14(.5)
12.728 (. 5)+12 (.5)+6 . 0
.1

9 10 Tl 20

If the project proves to be unsuccessful after the first 
year, the depreciable investment of $14 million can be 
written off against taxes in the second year. If unsuccess
ful after the second year of development, the $14 million 
investment can be written off against taxes after one year's 
depreciation is subtracted, plus the $12 million depreciable 
cost which can be written off, also.

Expected Net Present Value:
([14.229(P/A15/10)(P/F15fl0)-3.535(P/F15#10)+14.465(P/A15/9)] 
(.9)-20.664+.1(18.364)(P/F15 ± )] (.7)(P/F1 5 ^± ) - 17.1

ENPV(a15%=$20.129MM

EROR 30.4%
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Consider the case where the probability of success
after the first year of development is only 60 percent and
after the second year of development only 80 percent.

ENPV@is%

( [14.229 (P/A15fl0) (p/F15 10)*“3 -535(p/Fi5/io)+14*465 (P/A15,9)3 

(.8)-20. 664+. 2 (18. 364) (P/F15#1)) (.6) (P/F15 ^-17.1 

+ .4(7)(P/F15fl)

ENPV,a15% = $12 . 037MM

EROR = 23.0%

A comparison of the base case with these last two 
cases show a significant difference.

DCFROR
Base Case 33.0%
Case 1(70% & 90%) 30.4%
Case 2(60% & 80%) 23.0%

The most noticable difference is between Case 2 and 
the Base Case. Case 2 is obviously the least certain, since
after its inception there is only a 60 percent chance of
success.

Whenever possible, probabilities of success should 
be assigned to various stages of a project to illustrate 
the effect of risk on a project investment.
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CONCLUSIONS

Constant and current dollar analysis were developed 
to alleviate the confusion surrounding these two evaluation 
techniques. Both methods are valid, but the concepts them
selves are different. Current dollar analysis does not 
account for the constant erosion of buying power, whereas 
constant dollar analysis does. Constant dollar analysis 
evaluates an investment at the real rate of return, above 
the inflation rate. The importance of this analysis is that 
both methods result in the same economic conclusion when 
net present value analysis is the financial measurement. 
Therefore, it is a matter of preference as to which method 
is used.

The concept of expected value and expected net present 
value were developed to incorporate risk into a mineral 
project evaluation. Assigning subjective probabilities 
of success to possible outcomes has the effect of lowering 
the net present value or rate of return. This technique 
helps the decision-maker to make better investment decisions.
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Sensitivity analysis was performed on the mining example 
to distinguish the parameters that were most sensitive to 
changes. Annual income was consistently the most sensitive. 
Therefore, greater accuracy in its prediction would be : 
necessary. Changes in replacement costs had the least 
effect on rate of return. These costs were insignificant 
due to the fact that they occurred several years from the 
evaluation point. As they were discounted back to time 
zero, their present value was very insignificant.
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APPENDIX

Summary of Compound Interest Formulas 

Name, Formula, and Symbol Designation Illustration

Single Payment Present-Worth Factor
P=F (P/F. )

= l/(l+i)n = P/F. 1,n F •±/\±.±j ' i,n 7T---------------- givenU n

Uniform Series Present-Worth Factor

P=A(P/A. )
= [ (1+i)n-l]/i(1+i)n = P/A± y Agiven

' O n
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